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Abstract:

Internet flattening has so fundamentally altered the structure of the Internet that the preponderance of Internet traffic is generated and transmitted by a decreasing number of networks, transpires on private connections, does not cross the traditional Internet hierarchy, and is not visible to the public Internet. The large cloud providers are major drivers of Internet flattening by deploying some of the Internet’s largest global networks. As the tactics for users to access content shifts dramatically in favor of a flattened Internet and consolidation onto major cloud provider infrastructure, we need to understand the progress of Internet flattening and its affect on user perceived performance. We present the first comprehensive study of cloud provider networks versus the public Internet, and propose a new metric, hierarchy-free reachability, that reflects network interconnectivity to measure Internet flattening’s progress. We show that the major cloud providers are more interconnected than virtually every other network, and can reach at least 76% of networks without using the traditional Internet hierarchy.
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